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About This Game

The X army has invaded our territory, we need to fight against them to protect our land, our country and our freedom.

Xtrike

Xtrike is a shoot'em up game integrated with action real-time strategies. Players need to produce battle units and also control
heroes to destroy incoming enemies.

Game Features

Gameplay:
Xtrike is a shooting game similar to traditional shooting games but also includes tactics.

You'll have a complete arsenal at the beginning of each stage, but you'll need funds to build battle units, while funds increase as
time flows. You may increase productivity by investing your funds.

Use arrow keys and AD to control the hero movement, space to jump;
Use mouse and number keys to invest the productivity or build battle units.

Settings:
Configure display, volume, and language settings.
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Title: Xtrike
Genre: Action, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Chengen Zhao
Publisher:
Chengen Zhao
Release Date: 26 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 Ghz i5 or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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Release - Patch notes:

So! Here it is!. Free DLC and some graphic changes:
Hi guys,

We've prepared a free DLC 'Nimble Bunn - New Adventure' for you: Nimble Bunn - New Adventure Hopefully you'll like it.
We've also made some graphic changes and fixed some bugs to the original game: Nimble Bunn
Look at these hedgehogs. How do you find them?

 

Feel free to ask us any questions you've got. Feedbacks are much appreciated as well because they help us to grow and get
better. We wish you to have a great time together with Nimble Bunn!
. GIBZ - Valentine:

It's time for another event in GIBZ. This is another small one like the Easter one last year (which will be coming back again as
well). I don't currently have any plans for expanding the Easter event but if anyone has any ideas; feel free to suggest them and
maybe I'll do something for it.

Valentine Event Now until the 19th of February (UTC)

Random Encounters have a chance of a Cupid showing up - shoot him for coins and to get his Halo!

Added new hat: Halo - shoot your friends with your crossbow to give them your heart (one heart of health that is)

Type "<3cupid<3" in chat (offline only) during the event to change the look of your health between pink hearts and the
regular red hearts (do it at least once to unlock the ability to use the command any time of the year)

The Tower Bridge level is now skippable if it's cleared and you've defeated the final boss before

Fixed graphical problem with certain hats in player profiles
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Fixed Beach Surf level background

. Haunted Holidays - New Blocks and More!:

What's that pitter-patter up on the rooftop? Is it Santa Trog... or Ghost Miru?

R37 features the return of TWO holiday events! First, explore the coldest, snowiest regions of your world to discover festive
gifts packed with holiday recipes - including some brand new ones!

But when the sun goes down, beware. Ghostly mobs are back to haunt your nights, and they're bringing their spooky Haunted
recipes with them.

For the first time ever, it's the Haunted Holidays in Creativerse!

This is the final update of 2016, and we'd like to take a moment to thank YOU, our incomparable community, for playing
Creativerse and supporting us over the last year with your feedback, suggestions, and boundless enthusiasm. Next year's gonna
be our biggest and best yet. Get ready!

New Features and Content. How To Play Contagion VR: Outbreak (Quick Start Guide):

How to Play. Steel Arena: Robot War is 75% OFF!:
Merry Christmas! Get Steel Arena: Robot War for a reduced price saving 75%!. Update v2.1:
UPDATE

Hey everyone! The game has had a minor update and is now live! Hope you're enjoying the game. The developer, Benjy Bates,
is currently working on Episode 2. Follow us on social media to keep up to date with whats going on :)

Patch Notes v2.1

- Updated Launcher Text
- Fixed datapad to give more info for solving puzzles

Stay Connected
Twitter @SedocLLC
Facebook @SedocLLC[www.facebook.com]
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